HydroFX™ Flow Indicator

The patent pending HydroFX flow indicator is the latest innovation in handline nozzle accessories, taking firefighter safety to the next level. The HydroFX is a flow indicating device incorporated onto handline nozzles providing immediate water flow awareness. When fighting high rise fires, the nozzle user visually can see when water flow levels have reached a low or potentially dangerous condition.

Located directly on the shutoff of the nozzle, the brightly lit LED display indicates if you have adequate flow by displaying a red (low), yellow (below desired) or green (at desired flow) indicator light. The first of its kind, the HydroFX is compact, lightweight and reliable in the monitoring of water flow.

How to Order:
• Simply specify your choice of 1 ½” or Mid-Range Assault, Wide & Mid-Range Turbojet or Avenger style and add the suffix “FX” to the nozzle ordered
  For Example: Style 4820FX
• Style 0120 - Retrofit Kit

Application
Perfect for high rise applications. When it is important to know your flow, the HydroFX has the information where you need it most. With the HydroFX, you can reduce time and equipment from your high rise pack.